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Zephyrus 1978 
Contributors: 
Denise Boston - Poem 
S.D. Cole – Through Crystal Mist 
 Futile Garden 
 As I Am Leaving 
 From Whence Comes That Western 
Glow 
 For An Instant 
 Poem 
 As You Play Guitar 
Letha Edison – It Remains to be Seen 
 Cool 
Elise Frederick – Never 
 Too Late 
Cindy Glaysbrook – Two Poems 
 To a Dead Cat 
James Gover – The Room 
 Bookends 
G.L. Hottinger – 3 Trigrams from the I Ching 
Lisa Lewis – Two Poems 
 Two Poems 
 Fantasy in My Nursery 
 Passion Plea 
Zell Page – Possessions of the Dead 
Sheila Riley – In Memory 
 Mam Ma 
Denise Russell - Poem 
Janna Sellmer – Two Poems 
George Simpson – A Stranger of My Million 
Ways 
 Apple Peelins 
 Of Winds and Feathers 
 The Rich, The Poor 
 My Grandmother 
Steve Smith – The Last Dance 
 Of Course 
David Surface – The Perfect Line 
 I-65 North 
 Witness 
 Deference 
 Night Comes 
Dwight Trabue – Wanderings 
 Shadows from the Past 
William Valentino – Grain of Sand 
 Conversation of Two Men on a Road 
L.D. Whitley – Sonnet V 
Jacki Wood – To Terry 
 To Ben 
 In Flight 
 A Salty Song 
 
Original publication available in University 
Archives UA68/6/1. 
Scanned by University Archives student Todd 
Wilson, March 2010. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
